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Abstract:

Every day 100 to 150 people are coming with problems to seek the guidance or solution with us (Sarahu). In the span of 5 years people who are coming to the Sarahunaath are 88% of people having Infertility and physically handicapped, science of Architecture (dwelling), marriage proposals, mental illness, depression etc.. In the span of 5 years continuously and radically are observed the above problems and find the will be reason behind this? In this period I can concluded that the reason was the demonic, serpents and genes are main root cause of the above problems. By this way in the period of 5 years did the experiment over 1 lakh of people and sort out their issues with organically. Here are the few examples of the people how we gave the solution to the people.

Problems related to sperm in their married life. People with such problems came to Sarahunaath everyday. For some people during the intercourse penis didn’t go into the Vegina sperm was released before that. For some others it took two three minutes for their sperm. Because of this their wives suffered a lot because is insufficient intercourse. Those who had sperm problem and those who had frequently intention for intercourse those the reason for such act is identified looking at this space.
“Summary”

1. Part – 01 – Mentaly sex abounded

Project: Psychology problems will arise due to excessive tension, anxiety and excitement during sexual intercourse or masturbation. As a result, there will be a decrease memory power. This also paves the way for heart attack. This could be applicable to people in the age groups from 16 to 65.

Investigative Duration: 5 Years

Project: By excessive consumption of alcohol; increased smoking and sex, excessive hormones are generated and released from the bile subsequently. This will improve the thinking of the people speedily who do these acts.

Project: Those who are very much dark skinned or who are more whitish or who are very much thin or very tall or very long or very short show the symptoms of excessive sexual desire. They will become victims of sexually related problems and will be immersed in more amorous activities most of the time.

Investigative Duration: 2 Years

Project: Those who work in the software field and who work under pressure or the writing field will naturally have much desire for sex. They release more hormones and produce sexual desire and yearning for sex with a woman. This is not due to chromosomes or hormones, but this is a psychology problem. It is not perfection to look at a tree and consider life or matter. It is perfection to consider the life of the roots under the tree and the special reason why the three was born there, this is because there are special reasons for anyone to work in the field of research in the field of writing in the software fields. At the beginning of the education phase, there are those who are in the phase of mars and Venus. In the beginning there will be those who will be educated and who will be in the phase of mars, Rahu and Venus can become software engineers, authors, researchers and doctors but at this time, such as those who are in the software field, who are working on the field of writing of course they have much desire for sex. In such people more and more hormones are released, and produces masturbation and sexual desire with the woman. This is not due to chromosomes or hormones, but to say this is a psychological problem and that this arose. That is, at this stage such as Ketu planetary phase initiation and the weakness of the planets exacerbate sexual cravings, masturbation, excess of female infatuation and men’s fascination is over blown. Then the Psychological system is transversed.

Project: If Jupiter, mars is in lagna and Saturn or mars in Saturn respectively, it should be in 5 and 7 or Saturn should be in the 12 house of the decaying (weak) moon. Or Chandra, mercury should be the Center of vision or other planetary beings. If this is the case, the person will have a mental illness and become mad. Taurus (Zodiac Sign) will then convert him into mentally and physically defective.

- A lunar planet is responsible for the loss of human memory because mercury is affected by the planet.
- If the planet Venus is affecting the moon, man is used to fatigue and tiredness.
- If the man is affected by the sun, he will suffer from genetic diseases.
Investigative duration 05years

***

“Frequently Sex and Mastrubating Symptoms and Psychic sex pert”

01. After the intercourse and masturbation and again going for masturbation and intercourse nurons and their mind suffered lot of set back?

- Yes. That is damaging the mind.
- That causes heart failure.
- Create problem to Kidney and Liver also.
- Appendix and acidity are also creating problem.

02. How many times masturbation and intercourse can be done in a day?

- We can have intercourse two to three times a day. But mastrubing every two days/three days is not harmfull.
- Apart from doing intercourse with a woman only masturbation becomes unhappiness and nervous.

03. Masterbing or intercourse more than once daily is it dangerous?

- Doing masturbation and intercourse more than once a day leads to depression, disappointment, and heart failure.
- Many times it leads to mental weakness.
- Many times it leads to mind fracture.
- We can have three times intercourse per day.
- We can have intercourse two to three times a day. But mastrubing every two days/three days is not harmfull.

04. How to control when we become more interested in sex?

- It is better to mastreb.
- Indulg in prayer or meditation
- If possible controle your mind.
- Divert your mind to other areas instead of woman.
- Involve with people.
- Stay away from being alone.

05. What are the main differences between men and woman for sex and masturbation?

- Women are more interest in sex more than a man.
- Women are in advance than men.
- Women are shy regarding sex.
- Women are practice of mastrubing is less when compare to men.
- Women have patience compare to men.

06. Is there any danger after marriage if women practices masturbation before marriage?

- There are dangerous.
- If a women practices masturbation because of vegina becomes loose. And creates doubt in the mind of her husband.
- It is better a women has control over this.
- For men there is such problem.
Lesson – “Womans Daily Life”

**Explanation:** Usually there will be two loving hearts. Both the hearts are like the eyes of each. And both their eyes represent one heart. Without a muddy mind, for the reason one heart opening the other heart door and welds realationship, we have not come across a suitable answer for the above. Love many times is like flower, and especially it also has cheating and flower blooming in the fire.

There are three types’ marriages:

1) Love marriage
2) Arranged marriage
3) Love with arranged marriage

01. Love Marriage:

- There are two types in love marriage.
  1) Lovers who are not afraid of their parents go out of the house and Mary.
  2) Lovers who are afraid of cast, parents and who do not Maries successfully commit suicide.

02. Orranged Marriage:

- There are two types of arranged marriage.

03. Love with orranged marriage

- There are two types of love with arranged marriage.
  - Both boy and girl love each other after wards they take the permission of their parents and Mary.

01. How many types of woman are there?

- There are 5 types of woman.
  1) Parenthood
  2) Prostitute
  3) A married woman enjoying with other persons stealthily.
  4) Weather woman has her husband or not just to pass time having another contact with another person.
  5) Woman who spend time just for fun over phone.

  “Parenthood has there are two types”

1) Women who becomes call girls before marriage.
2) Women who have extra marcial appear for money.
“There are two types of prostitute women”

1) Woman having extra marcial apper.
2) One other woman who becomes prostitute mentally only.

***

“Frequently Womans Sex and their Symptoms and Psychic Sex pert”

01. Wether women mind is different from men?

- Yes. Womens mind is different from mens mind.
- Womens sight and thinking capacity also different.
- The thinking of women and behaviour and men has lot of difference. When compare to men women have different thinking, emergency, becoming upset early, taking immediate decision. Apart from this the heart of women is delicate and soft and compare to men. For that they cry fast. Because it is the speciality of nature. In women nurons have less strength. Because of this their thinking is little less. There will be different between male and female in their thinking capacity. But in society both male and female have equal thinking and taste. Here the quality of women is not infiriere. Because some women in their thinking and strength they are infiriere. But as per the investigation the thinking of men and women are equal. For example female have more doubts on men. Many people will not believe her. If a man is having extra marcial appears with other woman he will not seriously considered. But if a woman makes that mistake she will be she will be rejected. And she will be under survilenced. She will be treated very badly. Men will argue that women will cheat. Along with that there are four types of offspring. This problem arises because of shortage nurons.

02. What are the reasons for the depression between male and female?

- Existence of nurons is the basica reason.

03. What are the reasons that women have more sex ideas? Women have more intension of sex than men?

- The existence of nurons is the reason for this.
- Yes. Women have more sexual interest. The presence of nurons is the reason for this.

04. According to the above statement are there any other reasons for women to cheat men?

- The existence of nurons is the reason for this.

05. According to the above statement wethere women are under estimated? Is she leading a bed life?

- The existence of nurons is the reason for this.

Practicale Exeperience and Case Studies:

Case No. 01:

Patient Name: Rekha Shreedhar Harikantra

Town: Gokarna, Karnataka State, India
Diseases: Sex Relief and offspring
Age: 33
Gender: Female
Case study Year: 2019-2020

Case Explanation: Rekha and Shreedhar couples married from 6 years. They were very anxious to get children and for that they went to all the big hospitals and temples even then they didn’t get any children. Because her husband of Shreedhar had a problem. That is the Shreedhar the penis of was not entering into the wife Rekhs’s Vagina. Even though Shreedhar’s penis enters into the vagina of his wife Rekha sperm used to spill out of vagina. It was like that only from last 6 years. This was challenge to the doctors. At last it was not cured by anybody.

Reason: Rekha had a peculiar problem from Shree Naga Choudi and Naga Yakshi Goddess. Usually if Shree Naga Choudi and Naga Yakshi Goddess entered into the body of Rekha and this was the reason for their problem. It is common if Shree Naga Choudi and Naga Yakshi Goddess enter into the any womens then it is difficult for such women to get children. If a tall they get childrens it is very rare both husband and wife may end up their married life in divorce. Otherwise at the time of intercourse sperm instead of going in side the vagina it was coming out. And they use to live apart from body contact. It is very rare they who suffer from the effects of Shree Naga Choudi and Naga Yakshi Goddess rarely get childrens.

Case 02:

Patient Name: Sunil Gajanan Taskar
Town: Gokarna, Karnataka State, India
Diseases: Penis Problem
Age: 40
Gender: Male
Case study Year: 2020

Case Explanation: Sunil didn’t get married even after 40 years. The reason for this was his penis didn’t get sufficient erection. He had no interest. Even he had interest his penis was not erecting. For this he lost the hope marrying. Even if he practiced seeing blue films his penis didn’t get proper erection. Like this it troubled Sunil for 20 years. This was challenge to the doctors. At last it was not cured by anybody.

Reason: Sunil had lost his penis erection capacity during fishing in sea, because of the devil enetered into the body of Sunil. Because of this he lost hope of marrying through out his life. It is usual whenever there is a problem of devil on the men and penis becomes an issue. Such examples are very rare.
Case 03:

Patient Name: Gurunaath S Masur

Town: Sagar, Karnataka State, India

Diseases: Penis Problem

Age: 34

Gender: Male

Case study Year: 2019

Case Explanation: Gurunath didn’t get married even after 36 years. The reason for this was his penis couldn’t get erection. He had no liking for this. Even he had that intention his penis was not erecting. Like this he lost hope of marriage. Even during seeing blue film also his penis didn’t get erection. This troubled him continuously for 10 years. This was a challenge to the Doctors. At lost it was not cured by anybody.

Reason: Gurunath had lost his penis erection capacity during fishing in sea, because of the devil entered into the body of Gurunath. Because of this he lost hope of marrying throughout his life. It is usual whenever there is a problem of devil on the men and penis becomes an issue. Such examples are very rare.

***

Conclusive: Every day 100 to 150 people are coming with problems to seek the guidance or solution with us (Sarahunaath). In the span of 5 years people who are coming to the Sarahunaath are 88% of people having Infertility and physically handicapped, science of Architecture (dwelling), marriage proposals, mental illness, depression etc... In the span of 5 years continuously and radically are observed the above problems and find the will be reason behind this? In this period I can concluded that the reason was the demonic, serpents and genes are main root cause of the above problems. By this way in the period of 5 years did the experiment over 1 lakh of people and sort out their issues with organically. Here are the few examples of the people how we gave the solution to the people.

***

Part – 03

Lesson - “Symptoms and Fever and Sex”

“Fever of lust and their symptoms”

- Mild fevers
- Leg and hands pain
- Thirst
- Body weakness
- Loosing interest in taking food
- Decrease and increase in sex interest
- Symptoms and allergies and infections to sexual parts
- Skin problems on sex organs and formation of small pimples
• Formation if saliva often and spiting

***

“Frequently Sex and their Symptoms and Psychic sex pert”

01. Wether sex fever has become Psychic problem?

• Yes. For a person who suffers from, has become a Psychic problem.

02. What are the reasons for sex fevers?

• Consuming exces meat
• Eating exces oily food
• Excess infatuation
• Masterb very often
• Intercourse more frequently
• Excess masturbation
• Fatigue

03. Where cane we see sex fevers usually?

• Male and female youths
• In those who masterb frequently
• In those who have more sex interest
• Making intercourse living one after another
• In those who have more sexual interest

04. Is it thrust for sex a Psychological symptoms problem in men and women?

• Yes. It is a Psychological symptom.

“All of Investigative Duration: 06 Years”

***